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Introduction 
 
The purpose of this document is to guide you through the process of entering your EPIC EBP Program 
Designation Application. You should prepare the requested information prior to completing the online 
application. This can be accomplished by reading through this user guide and familiarizing yourself with the 
EPIC EBP Program Designation materials on the EPIC website at www.dbhids.org/epic.  Understanding the 
application process is critical to successfully submitting your application. 
 
Providers in the DBHIDS and Community Behavioral Health (CBH) network who would like to be recognized 
for their EBP program must complete the designation application. EPIC EBP Program Designation 
applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis by a team at DBHIDS. The review team will consult with EBP 
treatment experts as needed. Providers who receive EBP Program Designation will be required to update 
their application information annually. They are also expected to make updates if there are changes to the 
EBP Program or upon the request of DBHIDS.  We recognize that completing the initial application will take 
time; however, the web-based application will reduce re-submission time in subsequent years.  
 
Providers who receive the EBP Program Designation will be included on referral lists that will be utilized by 
CBH Member Services and CBH Clinical Management and will be made available to our members, 
behavioral health professionals and the general public.  EBP Program Designation will also enable DBHIDS 
to set up mechanisms for tracking and incentivizing the delivery of EBPs. 
 

The following steps provide a high-level overview of the process to complete your provider application.  
 

1. Designate a person to be responsible for the initial, and subsequent, submissions of the Designation 
Application.  

 
2. Register with KeySurvey.  

 
3. Complete all application questions and upload the supporting documents.  

 
4. Review your data entry for accuracy.  

 
5. Attest to the accuracy of the information.  

 
6. Submit application the to EPIC.  

 
 

 

 

 

  

http://www.dbhids.org/epic
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Accessing the Provider Application Portal 

 

New Users 

New applicants must register for a username and password to access the EPIC EBP Program Designation 
portal.  To register for login credentials: 
 
1. Click on the EPIC EBP Program Designation Application registration link, at 

http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation to access the registration form (Figure 1). 

2. Provide  the requested information: Preparer name, email address, provider agency name, and phone 

number.  

3. The user will receive an email with a username and password and with a link for entering the 

application portal. Please note: these credentials will not be immediately active. There is a 30 minute 

delay between registration and login. 

4. Please store login credentials in a safe place as these credentials will be needed for future access. 

Figure 1: Registration Form  

 

Returning Users 

The link for re-entering the application portal is in the registration email and is also available on the EPIC 

website http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation. 

In the event that a username and/or password are forgotten, do not re-register.  Email EPIC at 
epic_dbhids@phila.gov to reset login credentials.   

http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation
http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation
mailto:epic_dbhids@phila.gov
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Homepage and Helpful Hints 

Starting a New Application 

Once a user has logged in, they will see the application home page (Figure 2). This is where the user can add 

new applications, edit applications that are in progress, and access or update applications that have been 

submitted.  

To begin answering questions contained in the EBP Program Designation Application, click on the        

‘+ Add New’ button that is located on the top of the right panel (Figure 2).   

 Figure 2: Application Home Page   

 

Editing an Application that is “In Progress” 

Once a user has started an EBP Program Designation Application, they can save their work and return 

to it at a later time. Previously saved applications will be listed and labeled “In Progress.” Click on the 

name of the application (Figure 2).  Select the ‘edit’ icon on the bottom of the screen (Figure 3) to 

continue to work on or edit application.  

Figure 3: Editing “In Progress” Applications 
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Editing a Submitted Application 

Once an application has been submitted to EPIC for review, it will be listed and labeled “Completed.” To 

make an update or edit to a submitted application, click on the application. Then click on the ‘view’ icon on 

the bottom of the screen (Figure 4). This will bring up a copy of the submitted application. Select on the 

‘edit’ icon in the top left corner to make changes (Figure 5). Be sure to click save and submit when edits are 

complete. 

Figure 4: Viewing “Completed” Applications 

 

Figure 5: Editing “Completed” Applications  
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Navigating the Application  

The arrow on the top left corner of the application will bring the user back to the Application Home page 

(Figure 5).  

The EBP Program Designation Application is organized into seven sections:  

1. Overview 

2. Application 

3. Research Evidence 

4. EBP Training and Consultation 

5. EBP Service Delivery 

6. EBP Quality Assurance 

7. Attestation 

This User Guide will walk applicants through each of the seven sections of the EBP Program Designation 
Application.  The user can navigate between sections of the EBP Program Designation Application by 
clicking on the labels listed on the top of the page (Figure 6).  The tab, or label, is underlined and bolded 
when selected.  

Figure 6: Application Sections  

 

 

The ‘Back’ and ‘Next’ Buttons at the bottom of each page is another navigation option. The ‘Back’ and 

‘Next’ buttons allow the user to go through each section one by one; however, the ‘Next’ button will 

prompt the user to complete all required items in that section prior to moving to the next section. The 

section labels (tabs) at the top of the page will allow the user to go directly to the desired section without 

completing the required response questions.   

 

A ‘Save’ button is located at the bottom of every page and must be used to save entered data before 

proceeding to the next section or exiting the application and returning to it at a later time.  

 

When the application is completed, use the ‘Submit’ button to send the application to EPIC for review. 
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Uploading Supporting Documentation 

To complete an application, supporting documents must be attached to the application electronically using 
the attachment feature within the application questions.  
 
Follow these steps for uploading supporting documents:  
 

1. Scan, clearly name and save your documents prior to completing the application.  
 

2. Click the “Choose a File” button. Select the file from your saved documents.   
 

3. Each document must to be uploaded separately. 

 

Application Sections 

Tab 1 - Overview 

When a user clicks Add New the portal will direct the user to the Instruction/Overview page.  Please take a 

minute to review the information on this page.  The user will not enter any information on this page. Click 

Next to move to the application section of the application.  

 

Tab 2 – Application 

This section asks for information across 3 domains: 1) program service location & preparer 2) treatment 

setting 3) target population.   

Program Service Location & Preparer 

The service location is the address where the evidence-based/supported model is being implemented. The 

treatment setting or level of care is the type of service where the EBP Program is delivered, for example  

acute inpatient, outpatient, BHRS.  If the model is being delivered across several locations, but all are the 

same treatment setting or level of care (e.g. 3 outpatient location),  please add each additional address in 

the program service location section (Figure 7). 

EBP programs being delivered in different treatment settings or levels of care will likely need to be 

customized to that treatment setting. Therefore, if the  EBP is being implemented across several different 

treatment settings (e.g. outpatient, inpatient, BHRS), please submit a separate application for each 

treatment setting.   
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Figure 7: Multiple Locations  

 

Provide contact information for the person responsible for the application and for the agency CEO or 

Executive Director.  

Treatment Setting (Level of Care)  

Please use the drop-down menu to choose the treatment setting where your EBP is being delivered.  If the 

setting where your EBP is delivered is not included in the drop-down menu, please identify your treatment 

setting by selecting “other”.   

Target Population 

This section asks about age, diagnoses / presenting problem and how the EBP is an appropriate fit for this 

target population. Select all of the ages and diagnoses that apply. Additional diagnoses or presenting 

problems may be added to the list by selecting “other.” The response should include a strong 

rationale/theory of change for this EBP, (i.e. how does the EBP address the presenting problems for this 

target population?) 

Tab 3 – Research Evidence 

The responses in this section should identify the EBP as being either an evidence-based or evidence-

supported practice.  Please refer to the EPIC EBP Program Designation Background and Guiding Principles 

document (www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation) for guidance on how to use EBP registries and 

identify the levels of evidence for your practice.   

In this section, the drop-down menu allows applicants to select from a list of EBPs that have been reviewed 

for levels of evidence. If your EBP is included in the drop-down menu there is no need to answer additional 

questions in this section.  If your EBP is not in the drop-down list, please provide the additional information 

http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation
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requested, including: identification of a registry, level of evidence on that registry and, if applicable, 

published references or data collected by your agency  

Tab 4 – EBP Training and Consultation 

This section asks for the documentation of training and consultation received by each clinician and 

supervisor in the EBP program.  Documentation can be provided by attaching the official certification to the 

roster, or  by detailing the course of training and consultation each staff member received.  This section 

also requires the completion of a staff roster.     

Official Certification Body 

This response should include documentation (in the staff roster) proving official certification from an official 

certification body (e.g. Linehan, PCIT International, Beck Institute).   

Qualification of Trainer & Training 

If clinicians/supervisors are not certified through an official certification body, please provide additional 
information about the qualifications of the trainer and the training and consultation received.  

The response should demonstrate: 

 Adequate trainer qualifications consistent with training expectations or standards set by the 
EBP developer or official EBP training entity, for example train the trainer certification or 
convincingly demonstrating the expertise/experience of trainer to train to the EBP model.  This 
may include number of years delivering the model, number of years training on the model, 
training received, etc.  
 

 Adequate documentation and description of the course of training.  The training should include 
all components of the model and should be consistent with the training elements set by the 
treatment developer.   
 

 Adequate description of consultation (frequency, duration, format of case consultation review, 
e.g. video, audio).   Consultation should be happening on a consistent basis, should be separate 
from typical clinical supervision and should support clinicians through their first few cases in the 
EBP model.    

Staff Roster 

The staff roster should be filled out in its entirety and should include the requested information and 

supporting documentation for each staff member who will be delivering the EBP.   Documentation may 

include certificates of attendance, certificate of completed training, or letters attesting to completion of 

training requirements signed by trainer.    
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Tab 5 – EBP Service Delivery 

EBP Components 

This response is only necessary when EBP requires special equipment and/or activities. A description of 

how all components of the EBP are being delivered should be provided.  For example, DBT programs 

include all of the following components: individual therapy, group therapy, consultation team, and access 

to 24 hour coaching.   

Identification, Referral and Engagement 

This response should describe the agency plans for accepting EBP referrals, determining appropriateness 

for treatment, and engaging individuals with EBP trained clinicians. Supporting documentation such as 

brochures, policies, tools may be uploaded.  

Staffing & Census 

This response should indicate a commitment to maintaining enough staff to support ongoing EBP service 

delivery. An EBP program should consist of more than 1 or 2 trained clinicians and/or supervisors.  The 

minimum number of staff should correspond appropriately to the average census.   

Average census can be estimated based on projections for the coming year.  In future iterations of this 

application, providers may be asked to report on numbers served.    

Tab 6 – EBP Quality Assurance 

In this section applicants will be asked about program policies and procedures related to documentation, 

supervision, quality assurance and outcome measures. Applicants will have the opportunity to upload 

supporting documents.  

Documentation 

De-identified sample or template treatment plans and sessions notes must be uploaded.  The samples 

should demonstrate planned documentation of the  EBP model and include key components of the model, 

and clearly document elements of the EBP that were part of each session.  Documentation should meet all 

regulatory expectations. 

Supervision 

Supervision is regular, structured time dedicated to clinical (not administrative) supervision of the EBP 

model. Clinical EBP supervision can be incorporated into existing supervision structure or can be a 

dedicated time specific to supervision of the EBP. 

This response should include a specific plan to incorporate supervision into the EBP program structure, and 

should include information about the format (e.g. individual, group, and peer), frequency (e.g. weekly, 
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biweekly, monthly) and how content is reviewed (e.g. video, audio).  This description may also include 

information about quality assurance tools and/or outcome measures incorporated into supervision. Formal 

supervision plans, policies, tools may be uploaded.   

Quality Assurance Tools 

EBP specific quality assurance tools/checklists should be used periodically for monitoring the delivery of the 

core components of the model.  This may include formal fidelity monitoring or may be an informal tool or 

checklist of key elements of a session used by clinicians and/or supervisors to monitor and enhance 

clinician proficiency and to maintain EBP skills (e.g. TF-CBT Brief Practice Checklist, Cognitive Therapy Rating 

Scale, Seeking Safety Session Format Checklist).  More information about tools can be found on the EPIC 

website: www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation. 

The EBP specific quality assurance tool/checklist and a plan for using the tool should be described, 

including:  how the tool will be used, how often, and how feedback will be provided/used for quality 

assurance and professional development.  This tool should correspond appropriately with the treatment 

model being delivered. 

Outcome Measures 

EBP outcome measures are used to ensure there is active monitoring of progress on the targets for the EBP, 

either symptom reduction, functional improvement or both. Measures should be completed regularly and 

be reviewed in supervision to identify areas where EBP service delivery may need improvement and to 

track individual and program level change.    

This response should identify at least one structured outcome measure and should demonstrate a plan for 

using the measure, including:  

 Who will administer the measure? 

 How often? 

 How/who will review changes on this measure? 

 How will this information be incorporated into supervision? Clinical decision making? Changes in 
treatment? 

 How will outcome data be aggregated and/or reviewed on a program level? 

This measure should correspond appropriately with the presenting problem and/or theory of change 

associated with this EBP and should indicate how this measure will assist in monitoring overall functional 

improvements. 

Tab 7 - Attestation 

The attestation page or tab requires the EPIC EBP Program Designation Application preparer and the 
executive director or CEO’s signature to verify the information is accurate.  The signature is completed by 
using the cursor (Figure 9).  

http://www.dbhids.org/epic/EBP-program-designation
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Figure 9: Attestation 

 

 

Submitting the application  

When the application and attestation are completed, users must click the ‘Submit’ button for it to be sent to 

EPIC for review. An email confirmation will be sent to the application preparer and a notification will be sent to 

EPIC.  

Please allow 1-2 months for this application to be reviewed.  During the review it will be determined if: 1) all 

criteria are met 2) additional information is needed or 3) the program is not eligible for designation.   

The email address provided during registration will be used to provide feedback on the application.   
 

 

 


